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Soun dd propagatio n in suspension s 
off  colloida l silic a sphere s 

WeWe measure attenuation and phase velocity of sound waves in suspensions of 
colloidalcolloidal silica spheres by means of Brillouin spectroscopy. When the wave-
lengthlength is comparable to the sphere size, the sound velocity decreases with 
increasingincreasing volume fraction and falls below that of the pure liquid. From the 
measurementsmeasurements of the sound velocity it is seen that the sound waves propagate 
predominantlypredominantly in the suspending fluid. The attenuation is largely determined 
byby scattering from the colloidal spheres. As the concentration of colloids in-
creases,creases, the dependence of the attenuation changes from linear to at least 
quadraticquadratic in volume fraction. This change is attributed to a viscous coupling 
ofof neighboring scatterers. 

5.11 Introduction 
Inn chapter 4, we have investigated the diffusion of charged colloidal silica 
spheress suspended in a molecular fluid. We have, in particular, been inter-
estedd in the hydrodynamic interaction between the colloidal particles. One 
wayy of viewing the hydrodynamic interaction is the following: a moving col-
loidall  sphere wil l excite a hydrodynamic disturbance in the suspending fluid, 
whichh diffuses through the suspension and is multiply scattered by the other 
particles.. In fact, one can arrive at expression 4.15 for the screened hydro-
dynamicc interaction by using multiple scattering techniques [59]. 

104 4 
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Inn the present chapter, we will be concerned with another aspect of the 
phenomenonn of wave scattering in colloidal suspensions, namely the propa-
gationn of high-frequency longitudinal sound waves [92]. In theoretical treat-
mentss of colloidal dynamics, the suspending liquid is usually assumed to be 
incompressible.. In reality, there will be thermally excited pressure waves 
presentt in the system, which contribute to the total spectrum of dynamical 
modes.. The propagation of classical waves, such as sound and light, in inho-
mogeneous,, strongly scattering media is a phenomenon that has received a lot 
off  attention in the past two decades. In the case of strong multiple scattering, 
intriguingg effects such as wave localization are expected to occur [93, 94, 95]. 
Thesee exciting predictions have stimulated experimental research, largely fo-
cusedcused on the electromagnetic case, for many years. Anderson localization 
off  light has recently indeed been observed [96]. By contrast, to date only 
aa few experiments on sound propagation in the strongly scattering regime 
havee been performed [13, 97, 98, 99]. These experiments yielded astonish-
ingg results. Liu et al [13], for example, studied phonon dispersion curves 
inn colloidal suspensions and found, contrary to a pure liquid, two longitudi-
nall  propagating modes . These authors also report gaps in the dispersion 
relation. . 

5.1.11 Length scales 
Theree are several important length scales in the system, whose ratios deter-
minee the characteristics of wave propagation. One of the parameters that 
playy a decisive role is the ratio of the sound wavelength to the size of the 
scatterers,, or the size parameter qa. In general, the scattering cross section 
dependss strongly on this ratio [100]. The length scale associated with the 
scatteringg cross section is the scattering mean free path l3. In the case of 
independentt scattering, the scattering mean free path is given by 

-- = nco«<7, (5.1) 
I'S I'S 

wheree ncoll denotes the number density of colloids and o the scattering cross 
section.. For a finite acoustic contrast, the scattering cross section becomes 
large,, and thus the scattering mean free path short, if the size parameter is 
off  order unity. Other important length scales are the average geometrical 
distancee between the particles, n~{/3, and the mean distance between the 
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surfacess of the scatterers, lfree. The latter may roughly be estimated by 

/,, - r 7_ 1 / 3- 2a (5-2) 
lfreelfree ~ ncoll Z a ' V ' 

att not too large volume fractions. Another essential length scale that can 
profoundlyy influence acoustic propagation is the viscous penetration depth 

(5.3) ) 

wheree 77 is the shear viscosity, pf the mass density of the fluid, and u the 
angularr frequency. If transverse or vortex modes are excited in a liquid, their 
amplitudee decays exponentially with decay length 6. For long wavelength 
soundd propagation the viscous depth can be of great importance. In liquid 
saturatedd porous media, for instance, propagating modes can become dif-
fusivee and vice versa, depending on the ratio of the viscous length to the 
poree size [101, 102]. Recent acoustic band structure calculations predict 
comparablee effects for suspensions of isolated spherical scatterers, where the 
interparticlee separation plays a similar role as the pore size [103]. If 6 is 
largerr than the interparticle separation, scatterers are coupled by viscous 
forces.. Despite the importance of <5, there are to date no experiments ad-
dressingg possible effects of viscous coupling in the regime where the sound 
wavelengthh becomes comparable to the inhomogeneity length scales, such as 
thee particle radius and the interparticle separation. 

Inn this chapter, we report an investigation of acoustic wave propagation in 
stronglyy scattering media with viscously coupled scatterers. Brillouin spec-
troscopyy is used to measure sound attenuation and velocity dispersion in 
suspensionss of colloidal silica spheres. The viscous penetration depth is of 
thee order of the sphere radius in the frequency range investigated. The sep-
arationn between the surfaces of the spheres is varied by changing the solid 
volumee fraction <j>.  We are thus able to perform measurements in the two 
regimess 5 < lfree (no viscous coupling) and 6 > I free (viscous coupling). This 
iss in contrast to previous studies [13, 97, 98, 99]. We find that in the absence 
off  viscous coupling, the sound attenuation increases linearly with volume 
fraction,, as expected. The attenuation increases at least quadratically with 
4>4> in the case 5 > lfree- However, the absolute values of the attenuation for 
55 > lfree are, at not too large volume fractions, smaller than expected from 
thee low-0 results. The sound velocity c decreases with increasing volume 
fractionn when the wavelength is comparable to the sphere size. 
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5.22 Brilloui n scattering from "phononic" me-
dia a 

Inn a colloidal suspension, sound waves will be scattered from the colloidal 
particless if the acoustic impedance csps of the particles is different from that 
off  the suspending fluid, cfps. Analogous to a photonic medium, were strong 
multiplee scattering of light occurs, acoustically strongly scattering systems 
mayy be called "phononic" media. In this case, the intensity of a sound wave 
propagatingg in a specific direction, say the x-direction, will decay exponen-
tiallyy according to [25] 

I(x)(xe~&,I(x)(xe~&, (5.4) 

wheree lex is the extinction mean free path. The extinction mean free path is 
givenn by [100] 

—— = — + - , (5-5) 
i l l l 
*eii  labs ^s 

wheree labs is the absorption length. The absorption length is related to the 
soundd absorption coefficient (eq. 2.24): 

TTBB =  r S - J . (5.6) 

Thee Brillouin linewidth in the presence of scattering and absorption will be 
givenn by 

AujAuj = (rB + rs)q
2 = rtotq

2, (5.7) 
wheree the contribution due to scattering may be written, analogous to eq. 
5.66 , as 

r .. = T ^ . (5-8) 
hqhq2 2 

Forr independent scattering, the scattering mean free path is given by eq. 5.1. 
Now,, the number density ncou is related to the volume fraction of colloids <f> 
by y 

3 3 
TlcollTlcoll = -. Ö0, (5-9) 

andd the scattering cross section a may be written in terms of the geometrical 
crosss section: 

aa = Qua2. (5.10) 
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Here,, Q is the efficiency factor [18]. In terms of the efficiency factor and the 
volumee fraction, the scattering mean free path (in the independent scattering 
limit )) reads 

hh 4 

i.e.,, Q is related to the ratio of the scattering mean free path to the particle 
radius.. By combining eqs. 5.8 and 5.11 we finally arrive at 

TTss =  (5-12) 

Thee physical quantities obtained from Brillouin spectroscopy on a colloidal 
suspensionn are the sound phase velocity c and the attenuation coefficient 
Ttot-Ttot- We see from the above equations that in the presence of independent 
scattering,, we expect the attenuation to comprise a scattering contribution 
thatt depends approximately linearly on volume fraction {Ts) *. 

5.33 Experimental 
Thee most severe experimental difficulty for the experiments described here is 
thee fact that the central Rayleigh peak in a colloidal suspension completely 
dominatess the weak Brillouin peaks. To overcome this problem, the silica 
particless were suspended in an index matching mixture of ethanol and benzyl 
alcohol,, and a triple-pass Fabry-Perot interferometer was used, as described 
inn chapter 2. For a detailed description of the sample preparation, we refer 
too section 2.4. The setup to perform Brillouin spectroscopy is described in 
detaill  in section 2.3.2. 

Brillouinn spectra (see fig. 5.1) were obtained by averaging typically 10 
sweepss over one free spectral range, of 1 s duration each. The Fabry-Perot 
interferometerr was actively stabilized, using the strong Rayleigh peak as a 
reference.. The laser power was typically 400 mW; it was checked that the 
spectraa were independent of laser power by also measuring at lower output 
powerss down to 100 mW. Despite the fact that the refractive index of the 
solventt approximately matches that of the colloidal particles, the Rayleigh 
peakk is still about four orders of magnitude stronger in amplitude than the 
Brillouinn peaks; this necessitates the use of a triple-pass interferometer. The 

^ h i ss statement is true if the sound velocity c depends only weakly on <f>. 
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Figur ee 5.1: Rayleigh-Brillouin spectra at 6 = 90° /or sz/ica colloids in an 
opticallyoptically index matching mixture of ethanol and benzyl alcohol. The volume 
fractionsfractions are 0.077 (triangles), 0.244 (bullets) and 0.495 (crosses). The solid 
lineslines are Lorentzian fits to the data. The spectra have been offset vertically 
forfor clarity. 

positionn and raw width of the peaks were obtained from Lorentzian fits to the 
data.. To correct for the instrumental width, we assumed a triple Lorentzian 
forr the instrumental profile, taking the width of the Rayleigh peak as in-
put.. While the instrumental profile is not represented perfectly by a triple 
Lorentziann curve, as seen from fig. 2.7(b), this approach has the advantage 
thatt the convolution of the expected Brillouin profile (a simple Lorentzian) 
withh the instrumental profile can then be done analytically [26]. The true 
linewidthh is obtained by taking an initial guess, convoluting with the instru-
mentall  function, and iterating this procedure until the width of the convo-
lutedd function equals the measured width. 
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Figuree 5.2: Sound dispersion relation for suspensions of silica colloids in 
ethanol/benzylethanol/benzyl alcohol. The volume fractions are 0.077 (triangles), 0.301 
(circles)(circles) and 0495 (crosses). No Brillouin spectrum could be obtained for 
thethe largest volume fraction at large wave vectors due to overdamping of the 
soundsound mode. The dotted line represents the behavior of the pure fluid. 

5.44 Results 
Wee wil l now turn to the results for the sound velocity and attenuation in sus-
pensionss of colloidal silica spheres. Figure 5.1 shows typical Brillouin spectra 
forr three representative volume fractions at an scattering angle of 90°. The 
spectraa in fig. 5.1 are shifted in the vertical direction for clarity. At the low-
estt volume fraction of 0 = 0.077, the Brillouin peak is well pronounced and 
itss width is small compared to the shift; this indicates the presence of a well 
definedd longitudinal sound mode that propagates with relatively low attenu-
ationn through the system. As the volume fraction is increased, however, the 
amplitudee of the Brillouin peak decreases and its width is found to increase 
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Figur ee 5.3: Phase velocity c(q) = ui(q)/q for silica colloids in ethanol/benzyl 
alcohol.alcohol. The volume fractions are 0.077 (triangles), 0.301 (circles) and 0495 
(crosses).(crosses). The horizontal line represents the sound velocity of the pure fluid. 

strongly.. In fact, at high volume fractions and large q no Brillouin peak is 
observedd anymore, indicating that the sound mode has become overdamped. 
Thee peak position shifts slightly to lower frequencies with increasing volume 
fractionn at this particular wave vector. 

5.4.11 Sound velocity 

Thee sound dispersion relation u(q), obtained from the position of the Bril -
louinn peaks, is displayed in fig. 5.2, again for three representative volume 
fractionss of colloids. At the lowest volume fraction we observe a straight 
line,, as in the pure fluid (see fig. 2.9); the dotted line in fig. 5.2 represents 
thee dispersion relation of the pure solvent. At larger volume fractions the 
soundd velocity becomes dependent on wave vector, thus depressing the dis-
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persionn relation at large q. This depression becomes continuously larger as 
thee volume fraction is increased. 

Thee depression of the dispersion relation is illustrated in fig. 5.3, which 
showss the sound phase velocity, c{q) = ui{q)/q, as a function of wave vector. 
Thee volume fractions are the same as in the previous figure. It is seen that for 
4>4> = 0.077, the sound velocity is independent of q and is close to that of the 
puree fluid; it lies however systematically below the value for the pure solvent 
measuredd before (fig. 2.9). This could be due to a difference in temperature or 
aa slight difference in the composition of the fluid. At higher volume fractions 
off  colloids, the sound velocity becomes clearly wave vector dependent: at 
smalll  <?, it increases above that of the pure fluid, while at large q, it falls below 
thatt of the solvent. An important observation is that as the volume fraction 
iss increased, the q dependence of the sound velocity gradually becomes more 
pronounced,, the difference to the pure fluid remaining however small. Even 
att the largest volume fractions, the sound velocity does not differ from that 
off  the pure fluid by more than about 15 % at the maximum. This behavior 
indicatess that the sound mode remains propagating predominantly in the 
fluidfluid  phase as the concentration of colloids increases, that is, we basically 
observee the fluid sound mode at all 0. 

5.4.1.11 Discussion 

Figuree 5.4 shows the phase velocity at two representative wave vectors as a 
functionn of volume fraction. As already noted above, the deviations from the 
soundd velocity of the pure fluid remain rather small at all volume fractions. 
Too interpret this behavior, one has to realize that the sound velocity and 
thee density of the solid phase (in this case silica) are much larger than in the 
fluid,fluid, i.e., the acoustic contrast is large. The velocity contrast for longitudinal 
waves,, for instance, is cs/cf = 4, and the contrast in acoustic impedance 
iss psCs/pfCf = 8.4. As a consequence of the large acoustic contrast, the 
wavee energy is mostly concentrated in the fluid phase. This point has been 
investigatedd by Cowan et al in more detail [104]. They calculated the 
acousticc energy density as a function of wave vector for a liquid-coated silica 
spheree in an effective medium, using multiple scattering techniques. This 
approachh is due to P. Sheng and coworkers [105]. It is found that in the region 
off  qa investigated in our experiments, the energy density in the liquid phase 
iss by a factor 3.5 to 5 larger than in the solid [104], that is, the sound wave 
propagatess predominantly in the fluid phase in between the solid spheres. 
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Figur ee 5.4: Phase velocity of the high frequency sound mode in suspen-
sionssions of silica colloids as a function of colloid volume fraction. The velocity 
isis shown for two representative wave vectors: qa = 0.83 (crosses) and 1.74 
(circles).(circles). The data are normalized by the sound velocity in the pure liquid. 
TheThe dashed line represents the long wavelength limit. The solid line repre-
sentssents the average t-matrix approximation result for infinitely dense and stiff 
spheres.spheres. No spectrum could be obtained for the largest volume fraction at 
qaqa = 1.74 due to overdamping of the sound mode. 

Longg wavelengths In the limit where the sound wavelength is much larger 
thann any of the inhomogeneity length scales in the system, such as particle 
radiuss and interparticle separation, the suspension will behave as an effec-
tivelyy homogeneous medium with some average sound velocity. The sound 
velocityy in this limit will thus be given by [106] 

c** = (5.13) ) 

wheree K* is an effective elastic modulus and p* an effective mass density. In 
thee low-frequency limit , the effective acoustic parameters are simply given 
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by y 

JLL -  + i z *  (5.14) 
K*K*  Ks Kf 

p*p* = 4>Ps + {l-(p)Pf- (5-15) 

Here,, the subscripts ƒ and s refer to the pure fluid and pure solid phases, 
respectively.. Equation 5.13, with the effective parameters given by eq. 5.14 
andd 5.15, is known as Wood's formula [107]. The dashed line in fig. 5.4 
representss a calculation for the long wavelength limit according to the above 
equationss 2. It is seen that the effective medium theory reproduces the qual-
itativee behavior of the data at small q, but the measured sound velocity is 
stilll  substantially below the one expected for the long wavelength limit , i.e., 
closerr to the pure fluid. 

Shortt  wavelengths At smaller wavelengths (large q), the sound velocity 
fallss slightly below that of the pure fluid. Such slow propagation veloci-
tiess have also been observed in ultrasonic experiments on macroscopic glass 
spheress in water [97] and water/glycerol mixtures [104]. The decrease of the 
soundd velocity with respect to the pure fluid is due to the so-called tortuos-
ityy effect: since the wave is confined mostly to the fluid in between the solid 
spheres,, it has to follow a tortuous path through the system. 

Thee solid line in fig. 5.4 shows the result of a particular multiple scat-
teringg theory, the average t-matrix approximation (ATA) [101, 108]. The 
calculationn is shown for the limiting case of an infinitely dense and stiff solid 
phasee [101, 108], that is, the solid spheres are impenetrable for the sound 
wave.. It is seen that the sound velocity at large wave vectors, where the 
confinementt of the wave to the fluid space in between the scatterers is more 
effectivee than at small q, corresponds well with this multiple scattering result. 
I tt should be kept in mind, however, that all the theories invoked here are 
effectivee medium theories that are strictly speaking only valid if the sound 
wavelengthh is much larger than any of the inhomogeneity length scales in the 
system,, which is not the case here. The correspondence of our data with the 
effectivee medium results shows, however, that the physics of the problem is 
essentiallyy the same. 

2Sincee the sound velocity of the silica colloids is not known, we take the value for fused 
silicaa for an estimate (5968 m/s [27]). 
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Porouss media In this section, we discuss similarities of our results to 
soundd propagation in porous media. An effective medium theory for porous 
media,, which includes the special case of suspensions, has for instance been 
devisedd by Biot [101, 102]. In this phenomenological hydrodynamic theory, 
thee viscous length 6 plays an important role [101]. The results of the theory 
thatt are of interest here may be summarized as follows. 

Inn the case were both the solid frame and the fluid form interconnected 
phases,, and the viscous penetration depth is much smaller than the pore 
size,, the Biot theory predicts the existence of two propagating longitudinal 
modes.. One of the two modes propagates predominantly in the fluid, its 
velocityy being smaller than that of the pure fluid due to the tortuosity effect. 
Iff  the porous frame is infinitely stiff (Kframe -* oo), the velocity of the slow 
modee is given by 

cc = 3=, (5-16) 

wheree a is called the tortuosity. In the case of a suspension, where the 
solidd phase is not interconnected, only one propagating longitudinal mode 
remains.. However, if the solid particles are infinitely dense (ps -> oo) and 
stifff  (Ks -> oo), the velocity of this mode is also determined by the tortuosity 
effect,, and eq. 5.16 applies. 

Thee viscous length is crucial for the behavior of the "Biot slow mode": 
iff  the viscous length becomes of the order of the pore size, fluid and solid 
motionn are strongly coupled by viscous forces. As a consequence of this 
viscouss coupling, the slow mode becomes diffusive. 

Ass is evident from eq. 5.16, y/a may be viewed as an acoustic index 
off  refraction. It can be shown that the problem of calculating the acoustic 
indexx of refraction of a porous medium is equivalent to determining the elec-
tricall  conductivity of an insulating porous medium filled with a conducting 
fluid.fluid. The equivalence of the two problems arises from the close similarity 
off  the electrodynamic and hydrodynamic equations. In the case of a dilute 
suspensionn of spherical, impenetrable spheres, one finds [109] 

aa = ^ . (5-17) 
Li Li 

Thee Biot result for the velocity of the slow sound mode (eq. 5.16) is identical 
too the ATA result shown in fig. 5.4, provided one takes a to be given by eq. 
5.17.. We can conclude that the observed sound mode behaves analogous to 
thee "Biot slow mode" in porous media. 
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5.4.1.22 Summary 

Summarizingg the above considerations, the following picture for interpreting 
ourr data on the phase velocity emerges. At low volume fractions, the sound 
modee observed in our experiments is obviously the longitudinal sound mode 
inn the continuous fluid phase. As the volume fraction of colloids is increased, 
thethe sound mode remains propagating predominantly in the suspending fluid. 
Thee phase velocity is decreased with respect to the long wavelength limit , 
andd at large q also with respect to the pure fluid, mainly as a result of the 
tortuosityy effect. The sound mode we observe is in this respect analogous 
too the "Biot slow mode" in a porous medium. We note at this point the 
importancee of the viscous penetration depth for the properties if this slow 
modee [101]: if the viscous penetration depth becomes of the order of the pore 
sizee the slow sound mode becomes diffusive. The comparison to the behavior 
off  the Biot slow mode serves to illustrate that the coupling of fluid and solid 
motionn by viscous forces can be strong and play a decisive role for acoustic 
wavee propagation. 

5.4.22 Sound attenuation 

5.4.2.11 Wave vector  dependence 

Inn fig. 5.5 we show the width of the Brillouin peaks as a function of the square 
off  the wave vector, again for three representative volume fractions. We have 
seenn in the preceding section that the sound mode propagates through the 
tortuouss fluid space in between the solid particles, and we therefore expect 
twoo main contributions to the attenuation: absorption by the pure fluid and 
scatteringg (see eq. 5.7). 

Ass is evident from fig. 5.5, the width exhibits approximately a q de-
pendence.. The slope of the curves increases strongly with increasing volume 
fraction.. At the highest volume fraction, the sound mode appears to have 
becomee overdamped3 at large wave vectors, such that no Brillouin peak could 
bee observed anymore ; the q range is therefore more restricted at large volume 
fractions. . 

33 By "overdamping" we mean that the imaginary part of the wave vector becomes larger 
thann the real part. Then, the wave is spatially damped out after less than one wavelength. 
Thee frequency shift is related to the real part of g, the width to the imaginary part. At the 
largestt q at which a Brillouin spectrum could still be measured with reasonable statistical 
accuracy,, we have w/Aw = 1.3. 
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Figur ee 5.5: Full width at half maximum of Brillouin peaks versus squared 
wavewave vector. Data for three volume fractions of silica colloids are shown: 
<j)<j)  = 0.077 (triangles), 0.301 (circles) and 0.631 (diamonds). The straight 
lineslines are fits to the data. 

Thee damping due to dissipation in the pure fluid is expected to have a 
qq22 dependence (see eq. 2.24). The q dependence of the contribution from 
scatteringg is determined by the q dependence of the scattering cross section 
(seee eq. 5.12). The fact that we observe a q2 dependence of the sound 
attenuationn at all volume fractions implies that the scattering cross section 
hass also a q2 dependence 4. 

5.4.2.22 Volume fraction dependence 

Wee will now discuss the volume fraction dependence of the slope of the 
straightt lines shown in fig. 5.5. The fact that the sound attenuation exhibits 

4Thiss is true since the sound velocity depends only weakly on wave vector. 
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aa smooth and simple, well defined q dependence allows us to separate the 
volumee fraction dependence from the q dependence in a simple manner. To 
thiss end, straight lines are fitted to the attenuation data according to Au = 
TTtottot{(t>)q{(t>)q 22 (solid lines in fig. 5.5). The attenuation coefficient Ttot is then 
independentt of wave vector; it has the dimension of a diffusion coefficient, or 
off  a kinematic viscosity. 

Figuree 5.6 depicts r t ot as a function of colloid volume fraction (p. For a 
properr treatment of the volume fraction dependence, we have to recall that 
thee silica suspensions in ethanol/benzyl alcohol solidify at a volume fraction 
off  about 35 % (see chapter 4). In fact, we observed also during the Brillouin 
measurementss that the speckle pattern of light scattered from the samples 
wass static for <j>  > 0.4, whereas it changed in time for <f>  < 0.3, in accordance 
withh the results of chapter 4. We are thus dealing with a liquid colloidal phase 
att low volume fractions and a solid colloidal phase at large volume fractions, 
andd we have to treat these two thermodynamic phases independently. The 
pointss taken in the liquid colloidal phase are represented by squares in fig. 
5.6,, those taken in the solid colloidal phase by triangles. 

Theree are several important features apparent from fig. 5.6. First of all, 
thee attenuation coefficient increases strongly with increasing volume fraction; 
att the largest volume fraction Ttot exceeds the value of the pure fluid by about 
onee order of magnitude. Secondly, the points in the liquid colloidal phase lie 
approximatelyy on a straight line through the point for the pure fluid, whereas 
thee points taken in the colloidal solid do not; linearly extrapolating the data 
forr the solid phase to <j>  = 0 yields an unphysical, large negative value for the 
attenuationn coefficient. Since for <j>  -  0 the colloidal solid should approach 
thee pure fluid, we must conclude that the volume fraction dependence of rto4 

inn the solid phase includes terms at least proportional to <f> 2. Thirdly, the 
absolutee value of the attenuation coefficient in the solid phase is, for not too 
largee volume fractions, smaller than expected from a linear extrapolation of 
thee data in the fluid phase to higher volume fractions (dashed line). These 
aree rather surprising results that will now be discussed in more detail. 

5.4.2.33 Discussion 

Scatteringg cross section Kafesaki and Economou [110] have calculated 
thee scattering cross section for a glass sphere in water, which is comparable 
too the situation considered here as far as the acoustic contrast is concerned 
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modemode in suspensions of colloidal silica spheres versus colloid volume fraction. 
TheThe dashed line is a fit to the points for 0.077 < 0 < 0.301. The dash-dotted 
lineline is a guide to the eye. The suspensions are in a fluid phase at 4> < 30 
vol%,vol%, whereas the colloid diffusion is frozen in at the larger volume fractions; 
thethe corresponding branches are treated separately. It is seen that the points 
atat low volume fractions lie on a straight line through Tiot((f) = 0), whereas the 
pointspoints at high volume fractions do not. 4>' is obtained from <\>  by replacing the 
particleparticle radius a with a+ (6). The dotted line represents <j>'  = 0.64. 
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Figuree 5.7: Theoretical calculations of the scattering cross section of a glass 
spheresphere in water. The straight line is a fit to the calculated values. The dashed 
lineline represents the scattering cross section of an infinitely rigid sphere. 

5.. In fig. 5.7 we show the result of the calculation in the relevant q range, 
takenn from reference [110]. The arrows in the figure indicate the q range of 
ourr experiment. The values for the efficiency factor are plotted against q2, 
non-dimensionalizedd with the particle radius. It is seen that in the q range 
off  our experiments, the cross section shows to a very good approximation a 
qq22 behavior. Small deviations from this behavior become noticeable only at 
smalll  wave vectors, since in the q = 0 limit the q4 dependence for Rayleigh 
scatteringg is approached [25]. It should be noted that there are no strong 
resonancess in the scattering cross section in the q range considered here. In 
fact,, the cross section is rather smooth, without sharp peaks, over the whole 
qq range [110]. The reason is that, as a result of the large acoustic contrast, 

55 The sound velocity in water is 1497 m/s and the density is 0.998 g/cm3 [27], which is 
almostt identical to the parameters of our alcohol mixture (1462 m/s and 0.938 g/cm3). 
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thee scattering cross section is dominated largely by that of an infinitely rigid 
sphere,, which does not exhibit any resonances. To demonstrate this, we 
havee also included a calculation of the scattering cross section for a very 
largee acoustic contrast (cs = 2  105 m/s, ps = 200 g/cm3), according to the 
expressionss given by Condat and Kirkpatrick [12] (dash-dotted line in fig. 
5.7).. It is evident that the efficiency factor is rather close to the rigid sphere 
result. . 

Thee solid line in fig. 5.7 is a linear fit  to the result of Kafesaki and 
Economou.. It is found that the theoretical efficiency factor can be repre-
sentedd approximately by the relation 

QQthth = (0.208  0.002) (qa)2 (5.18) 

inn the q range of interest. We can conclude from these considerations that 
ourr observation of a q2 behavior of the sound attenuation is qualitatively 
compatiblee with the assumption that the attenuation is composed of two 
contributions,, absorption in the pure liquid and scattering from the silica 
spheres. . 

Thee absence of any strong resonances in the scattering cross section means 
thatt we do not expect any pronounced effects from resonant scattering in 
ourr system. This is in contrast to suspensions of PMMA particles [13]. The 
PMMAA particles are acoustically much softer than silica particles and the 
crosss section exhibits strong resonances in this case [105]. In PMMA suspen-
sions,, two propagating longitudinal sound modes were observed, which was 
attributedd to a resonant coupling of neighboring spheres [105]: an excitation 
cann "hop" from one sphere to another by "making use" of the strong reso-
nances.. The fact that we observe only one propagating longitudinal mode 
inn silica suspensions, where strong resonances are absent, is consistent with 
thiss picture. 

Volumee fraction dependence in the colloidal liqui d The fact that the 
attenuationn coefficient increases linearly with volume fraction in the liquid 
colloidall  phase can be explained by assuming that the scattering contribu-
tionn to the attenuation originates from independent scattering. As mentioned 
inn section 2.3, we expect the scattering mean free path to be inversely pro-
portionall  to the volume fraction in this case (eq. 5.1) and, therefore, the 
attenuationn coefficient to be proportional to <p (eq. 5.12) 6. The straight line 

66 This is true since the sound velocity depends only weakly on volume fraction. 
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inn fig. 5.6 represents a linear fit to the data in the liquid colloidal phase. 
Fromm the slope of this line, we can obviously deduce an (effective) efficiency 
factor,, according to eq. 5.12. This yields 

QQeffeff =  a^i = qa)2. (5.19) 

Whereass the q dependence as well as the volume fraction dependence of the 
soundd attenuation are qualitatively consistent with the assumption of inde-
pendentt scattering by isolated silica particles, as shown above, the effective 
efficiencyy factor deduced from the measurements is quantitatively in disagree-
mentt with the theoretical expectation (see eq. 5.18): it is larger than the 
calculatedd value by a factor 3.8. On first sight, this may not be surprising, 
sincee the simple relation l/ls = ncoUo only holds in the dilute limit . However, 
itt was shown by Cowan et al. [104] and by Kafesaki and Economou [110] 
thatt for glass spheres in water, the dilute limit result describes the scattering 
meann free path surprisingly well at all volume fractions, even up to (j) = 0.63. 
Thee deviations found from eq. 5.1 for these glass/water systems are only of 
thee order of 30-50 % in the range 0.2 < <f>  < 0.6, which cannot explain the 
discrepancyy found in our experiments. 

Thee efficiency factor can easily be transformed into the scattering mean 
freee path (see eq. 5.11). In fig. 5.8 we show all the important length scales 
inn the system, at a representative size parameter of qa = 1, as a function of 
volumee fraction. All length scales are given in units of the particle radius. 
Thee contribution from absorption in the pure fluid, which is associated with 
thee absorption length, has been subtracted. The dotted line represents the 
dilute,, non-viscous case, based on the calculations by Kafesaki and Economou 
(fig.. 5.7). It is evident that the measured effective scattering mean free path 
iss much smaller than expected from the dilute, non-viscous calculation. 

Too interpret the fact that the scattering mean free path is much smaller 
thann expected from the simple dilute calculation, we have to realize that there 
iss one decisive difference between the colloidal silica suspensions considered 
heree and the glass/water systems investigated previously: the ratio of the 
viscouss length to the particle radius is much larger. In the frequency range 
off  our experiments we have, according to eq. 5.3, 11.2 < 8 < 18.8 nm, 
whichh gives an average viscous length of {6} = 15 nm 7. We see that the 

7Too calculate the viscous length, we have taken a viscosity of rj  = 2.96 mPas, which we 
knoww from measurements of the colloid diffusion coefficient in the dilute limit (see chapter 

4). . 
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Figur ee 5.8: Scattering mean free path at qa = 1 for silica colloids in ethanol 
// benzyl alcohol mixtures. The dotted line represents the calculated scattering 
meanmean free path in the dilute, non-viscous limit. The dash-dotted line is a 
linearlinear fit to the data in the liquid colloidal phase. The dashed line represents 
aa constant times the mean interparticle separation, 1.069n"1/3. The solid 
lineline represents the particle diameter renormalized by the viscous length, d' = 
dd + 2(6). The arrow indicates the approximate location of the liquid-solid 
phasephase transition. 

viscouss length is quite appreciable with respect to the particle radius in our 
system,, and we can therefore expect viscous effects to play an important role. 
Byy contrast, under the conditions of the ultrasonic experiments reported on 
glass/waterr systems, the viscous length is always negligible with respect to 
thee particle size, 5/a < 10-2. 

Wee noted already in section 5.4.1.1 that the sound mode observed here is 
inn some sense analogous to the "Biot slow wave", i.e., it propagates predom-
inantlyy through the fluid space in between the solid particles and is slowed 
downn mainly by the tortuosity effect. We also emphasized the importance 
off  the ratio of the viscous length to the inhomogeneity length scales in the 
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systemm for this slow sound mode. The behavior of the slow mode in a porous 
mediumm clearly shows that viscous forces play a decisive role for acoustic wave 
propagationn in a fluid-solid composite. Likewise, calculations on ordered sil-
icaa suspensions indicate that the viscous length is of great importance [103]. 
I tt seems likely, therefore, that the strongly enhanced sound attenuation we 
observee is due to viscous effects. In fact, even for an isolated, infinitely rigid 
spheree in the long wavelength limit , the scattering cross section depends 
stronglyy on the ratio of the viscous length to the sphere radius, as was shown 
byy e.g. Landau and Lifshitz [25]; if the viscous length is of the order of the 
spheree radius, the scattering cross section is strongly enhanced. 

Thee fact that we observe a linear dependence of the sound attenuation 
coefficientt Ttot on volume fraction in the liquid colloidal phase allows for a 
phenomenologicall  description in terms of independent scattering by scatter-
ingg "units" with an effective radius a'. Since viscous effects are important 
andd the viscous penetration depth 6 is the decisive length scale governing 
thesee effects, we attempt to renormalize the particle radius with the viscous 
length.. Thus, we make the transformation 

a - *a'' = a + <<5). (5.20) 

Doingg so, we find that 

aaeffeff = 2(qa')\ (5.21) 

orr equivalently 

Q«///(gf l ')22 =1 .5 . (5-22) 
Qth/{qa)Qth/{qa)2 2 

Thee latter agrees within the error with the results found for glass spheres 
inn water, when the viscous length is much smaller than the particle radius. 
Inn other words, we can map our data onto the non-viscous case by rescaling 
thee radius in the way given in eq. 5.20. We take this observation as an 
additionall  indication that viscous effects indeed play a decisive role in the 
colloidall  suspensions considered here. 

Obviously,, the phenomenological description in terms of independent 
scatteringg by spheres with an effective radius a' can only be valid as long 
ass the renormalized spheres do not overlap, i.e., as long as the renormalized 
volumee fraction <j>'  = <j>(a tZ/a?) d o es n o t exceed the close packed limit . The 
scalee on the upper axis in fig. 5.6 shows the renormalized volume fraction 
andd the dotted vertical line indicates the point where <f>'  = 0.64. It is seen 
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thatt </>'  reaches the random close packed limit at a volume fraction 0 = 0.31, 
whichh is just above the largest volume fraction in the liquid colloidal state. 

Volumee fraction dependence in the colloidal solid In the solid col-
loidall  phase, the attenuation coefficient Ttot does obviously not lie on a 
straightt line through the point for the pure fluid, in contrast to the liq-
uidd colloidal phase. Instead, at least a quadratic term in the volume fraction 
iss needed to describe the data. The dash-dotted line in fig. 5.6 is a guide to 
thee eye to elucidate this point. The non-linear <j>  dependence is confirmed by 
fittingg a straight line to the mean free path on a log-log scale (fig. 5.8), which 
yieldss a slope of 0.93  0.11 in the liquid colloidal phase and of 2.2  0.1 in 
thee solid colloidal phase. 

Thee fact that the renormalized volume fraction <f>'  is larger than the close 
packedd limi t in the solid colloidal phase means that the viscous length be-
comescomes comparable to the separation between the sphere surfaces, //ree, in 
thee solid phase. This is illustrated in fig. 5.8. The dashed line represents 
1.0699  n^ /3 , where the prefactor 1.069 has been chosen such that the prod-
uctt equals the particle diameter at <f>  = 0.648. The solid line represents the 
effective,, rescaled particle diameter d' = d + 2(<5). It is seen that both length 
scaless cross at about <j>  = 0.3. 

Estimatingg lfree according to eq. 5.2, one finds that lfree =  22 nm for 
<p<p - 0.301, which is the last point in the liquid colloidal phase, but lfree — 9.8 
nmm for <j>  — 0.405, the first point in the solid colloidal phase. Although eq. 5.2 
iss not exact and its accuracy gets worse at large volume fractions, this esti-
matee again indicates that at high volume fractions, the average viscous length 
(8)(8) = 15 nm is of the order of the separation between the sphere surfaces. By 
contrast,, for the lowest volume fraction of <j)  = 0.077, {6)/lfree « 0 . 1. Thus, 
itt is clear that as the volume fraction is increased, the situation changes from 
SS < lfree to S > lfree-, and that the transition between the two cases occurs at 
aroundd the freezing transition of the colloidal suspension. We believe, there-
fore,, that the non-linear sound attenuation in the colloidal solid phase is due 
too a viscous coupling of neighboring spheres. In the language of scattering, 
thee scattering "units" do not scatter the sound wave independently anymore 
att high volume fractions, but are connected by viscous forces. If this argu-
mentt holds true, the linear dependence of the sound attenuation coefficient, 

88 The length n~^{3 becomes smaller than the particle diameter for <f>  > 0.52, the close 
packingg volume fraction for a simple cubic symmetry, which is unphysical. 
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thatt is characteristic of independent scattering and that is observed at low 
volumee fractions, should break down at large <f>.  These results are also in ac-
cordancee with the calculations of Sprik and Wegdam [103], who investigated 
soundd propagation in ordered structures of colloidal silica-water composites 
theoreticallyy and predicted viscous coupling to play an important role. 

AA point that has not been addressed so far is the fact that the sound at-
tenuationn in the solid colloidal phase is at first smaller than expected from 
ann extrapolation of the low-0 results. This surprising result is in fact consis-
tentt with our rescaling argument, since for <f>'  > 0.64 the rescaled scattering 
unitss do overlap. As a consequence, the total geometrical cross section of 
neighboringg (renormalized) scatterers is smaller than the sum of the individ-
uall  geometrical cross sections, and thus the total cross section is expected to 
bee smaller than the simple sum as well. A similar effect has been observed 
inn the case of low-frequency sound propagation, in suspensions with a high 
acousticc contrast, in the viscous regime [111]. In the experiments described 
inn reference [111], the frequencies were low enough for the particles to follow 
thee oscillation of the fluid. The movement of the particles excites viscous 
shearr waves in the fluid, leading to strong viscous losses. In a dilute sys-
tem,, the maximum in attenuation occurs if the viscous length is equal to the 
particlee radius. If the volume fraction increases, however, the attenuation 
decreasesdecreases at low frequencies due to the fact that the viscous length becomes 
largerr than lfree, and thus the viscous shear wave cannot fully penetrate into 
thee fluid anymore. 

Wee see from the above arguments that a consistent phenomenological 
interpretationn of our results in terms of viscous effects is possible. However, 
wee have so far neglected possible influences of the differences in the detailed 
microstructuree of the suspensions in the liquid and solid phase, or of the 
diffusionn of the colloids (which is "frozen in" in the solid phase). The reason 
forr this neglect is that we do not expect the particular suspensions used 
heree to be strongly ordered in the solid phase due to the effort made to 
resuspendd and homogenize the dispersions. We also do not expect a strong 
influencee of colloidal diffusion, since the time scales associated with DQ and 
thee high-frequency sound mode considered here are separated by 6 orders of 
magnitude.. In particular, we do not expect the qualitative form of the volume 
fractionn dependence of the sound attenuation coefficient Ttot to be sensitive 
too any of these effects. We believe, therefore, that viscous effects play by 
farr the most important role here. However, on the basis of our experiments 
possiblee consequences of the microstructure and/or a coupling of colloidal 
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diffusionn and sound propagation cannot be quantified; it might be that these 
effectss have an influence on the absolute value of the sound attenuation in 
thee liquid and solid colloidal phases. 

5.55 Hydrodynamic screening and wave scat-
tering g 

Wee conclude this chapter by pointing out the analogy between the hydrody-
namicc screening effect considered in chapter 4 and the scattering of sound 
wavess described here. In a homogeneous fluid, the velocity field created by 
aa single colloidal sphere can diffuse freely into the fluid, leading to the 1/r 
dependencee of the Oseen tensor. In the presence of other, fixed particles 
however,, the velocity field scatters from these obstacles, resulting in a re-
ductionn of its range. This effect can be described by means of an effective 
Greenss function in which the wave vector dependence 1/q2 for a homogeneous 
mediumm is replaced by l/(q2 + 1//L)*  M o r e generally, the effective Greens 
functionn reads l/[q2 - £(?)], where E is the self-energy- The q = 0 value 
off  the self-energy gives the hydrodynamic screening length [59]. Similarly, 
aa sound wave in a homogeneous, non-absorbing medium propagates with 
infinitee range. In the presence of scattering, the wave intensity in a given 
directionn will decrease exponentially with length /,. Formally this effect is 
describedd analogous to the screening of hydrodynamic interactions. In this 
case,, the Greens function has the dependence 1/[(LÜ/C)2 - q2 - S] [94]. The 
self-energyy is related to the scattering mean free path l$. It is seen that the 
scatteringg mean free path plays a similar role for sound propagation as the 
hydrodynamicc screening length does for hydrodynamic interactions. Thus, 
whilee the time- and frequency scales associated with the phenomena investi-
gatedd in chapters 4 and 5 are widely separated, the underlying physics may 
qualitativelyy be interpreted in terms of a unifying picture. 

5.66 Summary 

Inn this chapter, we have presented measurements of the phase velocity and at-
tenuationn of sound waves in colloidal suspensions of silica spheres. The phase 
velocityy was found to exhibit a continuous volume fraction dependence, re-
mainingg however close to that of the pure suspending fluid at all volume 
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fractions.. From this behavior we concluded that the sound wave propagated 
predominantlyy in the fluid phase in between the solid particles. The attenua-
tionn coefficient showed qualitatively different behavior in the liquid colloidal 
phasee at low volume fractions and in the solid colloidal phase at high <f>:  it 
increasedd linearly with </>  in the liquid colloidal phase, but non-linearly in 
thee solid phase. In addition, the attenuation in the liquid colloidal phase 
wass found to be much larger than in comparable glass/water systems. We 
demonstratedd that the enhancement of the sound attenuation in the liquid 
colloidall  phase and the non-linear volume fraction dependence in the solid 
colloidall  phase could consistently be described phenomenologically in terms 
off  scattering by renormalized scatterers with radius a' = a + <<5). Thus, the 
non-linearr volume fraction dependence of the attenuation in the solid col-
loidall  phase was attributed to a viscous coupling of neighboring scatterers. 


